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those who work in, or have an interest 
in, museums. Members include museums, 
public art galleries, historical societies, sci-
ence centres, people who work within 
these institutions, and individuals con-
nected or associated with arts, culture and 
heritage in New Zealand.  Our vision is to 
raise the profi le, strengthen the perform-
ance, and increase the value of museums 
and galleries to their stakeholders and the 
community.
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Executive Director: Phillipa Tocker
Offi ce Manager: Fiona King

Contact Details
Level 8, 104 The Terrace, Wellington 6011
PO Box 10-928, Wellington 6143
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ED’s quarter

Welcome to the new Museums Aotearoa newsletter.  
After much discussion, planning and transition, we 
are now into the fi nal phase of revising the publica-
tions and communications we produce for members 
and wider audiences.  There is still some amendment 
and tweaking to be done, so do keep sending us your 
comments and suggestions.  

We now produce:

Museums Aotearoa Quarterly 
articles and items of interest in magazine 
format posted to members in November, 
February, May and August

e-museumsNOTICES 
monthly information and events for members

e-museumsNEWS 
monthly press clippings from around
New Zealand

e-museumsVACANCIES 
vacancies and notices job postings and other
items of immediate information sent by email

Te Ara 
the biannual journal has been suspended due
to lack of funding, its future is still uncertain

Website 
new website with improved information and 
members area for job listings, e-publications 
and discussion groups (and room for more!)

As our operating budget is almost entirely funded 
from membership fees, the reduction in printing and 
postage costs resulting from these changes has con-
siderably helped our cash-fl ow.

There has been some concern about two aspects 
of these changes in particular.  We have been adjust-
ing the delivery of e-News in response to feedback 
on technical problems, and hope soon to be able to    
deliver the news in a format accessible to each recip-
ient.  As advances in Internet access extend through-
out the country, such barriers will gradually ease.

I am still concerned about the future of Te Ara.  This 
is an essential voice for the museum sector in New 
Zealand and further afi eld, providing a publication  ve-

hicle for our research, and a glimpse into our world 
for those not directly involved.  Since Creative NZ 
annual funding for Museums Aotearoa was stopped, 
Te Ara’s publication has been sustained through 
project funding from CNZ.  When this was declined 
in 2006, it became apparent that Museums Aotearoa’s 
budget could not support Te Ara in its present form.  
The Board and I are working on a number of options 
for the continuation of Te Ara, and will keep you in-
formed as these fi rm up.

Museum Sector Strategy
People in museums and galleries throughout the 
country contributed to the development of the            
Strategy for the Museum Sector in New Zealand 
launched in 2005.  Since then Museums Aotearoa 
has been working on the implement tasks and goals 
it encompasses.  Good progress has been made in   
several areas, and I intend providing regular updates 
on the Strategy in future.

Distributed National Collection
The concept of the distributed national collection 
(DNC) is a key platform of the Strategy, as it embod-

ies its essential spirit of cooperation and collabora-
tion.  In June this year, Museums Aotearoa convened a 
group of leaders from the museum sector and relat-
ed organisations such as Alexander Turnbull Library,   
Archives and Ministry for Culture & Heritage, to fi g-
ure out how to translate the concept into actions.  
The group came up with a two-pronged approach: a 
collaborative touring exhibition to showcase the best 
of our collections; and associated work on sharing 
information about the collections and objects held 
in our museums and galleries.  Since then a Steering 
Group has met to begin the exhibition project, and 
further information will be available about that very 
soon.

Collections Council 
The call for a collections council was aimed at fi lling 
the gaps in the existing framework, and uniting the 
related sectors which share an interest in New Zea-
land’s heritage collections.  Discussions earlier this 
year suggested a ‘Heritage Council’ could address 
such issues.  In late November a small group met 
and debated the possibilities of such a council.  The 
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outcome was inconclusive, with the general feeling 
being that collections are at the heart of this matter, 
and that any such initiative should be driven by the 
needs of those responsible for our heritage collec-
tions.  This will be revisited when the DNC project is 
a little more advanced.

Several other implementation tasks identifi ed in 
the Strategy have been or are being addressed.  A 
Memorandum of Understanding was signed between      
Museums Aotearoa and National Services Te Paer-
angi at this year’s conference in Napier in April.  This 
MoU covers respective responsibilities in areas of 
shared interest – a copy is downloadable from the 
Museums Aotearoa website.  Several discussions have 
been held about a network of exhibitions managers 
and touring exhibitions.  Our larger museums and 
art galleries have now agreed a semi-formal network, 
a meeting of exhibitions people will be convened at 
the March 2007 Museums Aotearoa conference, and 
the four major museums have recently joined the 
Australian Network of Australasian Museum Exhibi-
tors (NAME).

We have also embarked on the development of an 
ongoing statistical project, aimed at gathering long-
term information about our sector.  This will build on 
earlier studies, and give us the tools to benchmark 
our organisations, show the contribution we make, 
and identify trends.  Museums Aotearoa is working 
on this project with the support of National Serv-
ices Te Paerangi, Local Government NZ, and the NZ 
Tourism Research Institute at AUT.  A pilot web-
based  ‘barometer’ survey will be run in early Feb-
ruary 2007.  Following the analysis of that survey, a 
programme for further research will be developed.

Regional Museums
There have been interesting developments in region-
al museums over recent months.  The Local Govern-
ment Act 2002 has brought both opportunities and 
threats to our institutions.  On the one hand we have 
the opportunity to be more visible and contribute 
to Councils’ community outcomes and cultural well-
being goals.  On the other, some councils seem to 
feel that gives them the right of direct control of 
museums – whether or not they have appropriate 

staff and understanding of their special characteris-
tics, requirements and responsibilities.  It also seems 
to empower the ‘man in the street’, especially in the 
debate over where their rates dollar is being spent.  
This means that museums and galleries whose pri-
mary funding is from local councils must be ever 
more skilled in local politics and the management of 
relationships with their councils.  Museums Aotearoa 
has participated where appropriate, including vis-
its, meetings, and letters of support for LTCCP and   
other submissions.

New Museums Aotearoa website
As already noted, we have redeveloped our website 
to provide more space and functionality.  We have 
been able to make more information publicly avail-
able, and provide a members’ area for matters which 
are the province of those within the sector only.  I 
encourage you to check it out.  If you haven’t been 
able to connect to it or are having trouble with the 
members’ access, please contact the offi ce.  It is a 
‘work-in-progress’ – we need to hear from you about 
anything which could be improved. 

I began as Executive Director in October 2005, at a 
time of transition for Museums Aotearoa.  After just 
over a year in this position, I am even more excited by 
the opportunities and challenges that you and I face.  
The sector is still establishing a strong voice exter-
nally, and needs to maintain its internal cohesion to 
achieve that.  We all struggle to fi nd the resources to 
fulfi l our missions.  And we have already, collectively, 
made a huge contribution to the maturing sense of 
shared heritage, culture and belonging that is devel-
oping throughout Aotearoa New Zealand.

What makes it all possible is the energy and enthu-
siasm of the individuals who make up the museum 
sector in this country.  I wish you all a happy holiday 
season and a restorative and productive summer.

Best wishes
Phillipa Tocker
Executive Director
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My favourite thing

During 2005 the Rugby Museum was fortunate 
enough to acquire the rugby memorabilia of 1905-08 
All Black, Jimmy Hunter.

A Taranaki farmer, Hunter was one of the super stars 
of early 20th century rugby. Playing at second fi ve 
eight he scored an astonishing 44 tries in 24 matches, 
including all fi ve internationals, on the 1905/6 “Origi-
nals” tour of Britain. He later captained the All Blacks 
on their 1907 tour of Australia.

His memorabilia includes one of the most prized of 
rugby items, his 1905 jersey with the distinctive linen 
yoke (now faded and torn) around the shoulders, 
plus both his All Black and Taranaki caps.  

There are medallions too, some from the 1905 tour, 
e g from the match against Yorkshire, the Welsh test 
and at quite another level from a swimming carnival 
where Hunter was part of a successful All Black relay 
team. On the home front are the medallions for “Best 
Back Taranaki Team 1903 and 1904” and much later 
“Head and Ring Event 1921” at sheep dog trials.

More intriguing is the silver cigarette case bearing 
the royal standard, a fern leaf and inscribed “Ake Ake 
Kia Kaha J Hunter NZFT 1905 from Ngawini“ and 
it appears given to each member of the New Zea-
land team that visited New South Wales in what was 
a shakedown before the tour proper to the British 
Isles. 

Author Chris Tobin in his book “The original All 
Blacks 1905/6” refers to Ngawini as a Maori woman 
living in Sydney but has no other information about 
her. That one lady should have presented cigarette 
cases to all 26 team members seems remarkable. Es-
pecially as the team did not perform particularly well 
in its three matches in New South Wales and gave 
little sign of the greatness it was to achieve.

Any memorabilia about the 1905/6 All Blacks is rare 
and the cigarette case especially so. Which helps 
make it a favourite object. The question “Who was 
Ngawini?” heightens the interest.

Was it Ngawini Yates (1852 or ’53 – 1910), Te Rarawa 
and Te Aupori woman of mana, landowner, farmer, 

storekeeper and wife of Samuel Yates (1829?-1900). 
But Ngawini lived at Parengarenga in the far north 
of New Zealand and it is not known if she ever trav-
elled to Sydney.

Those with information about Ngawini or with que-
ries concerning the New Zealand Rugby Museum, 
please contact us at: 
tel:  06 358 6947.
email:  info@rugbymuseum.co.nz
Bob Luxford - Curator  
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All Black, Jimmy Hunter

below:  Silver cigarette case 
bearing the royal standard, 
a fern leaf and inscribed 
“Ake Ake Kia Kaha J Hunter 
NZFT 1905 from Ngawini“



Policy matters!

Yes, policy does matter.  In this column, we will outline 
current policy and legislative issues, submissions and 
concerns.  Your contributions are warmly invited.

Alcohol advertising
The Ministry of Health consulted on a ‘Review of the 
Regulation of Alcohol Advertising in September/Oc-
tober.  This was aimed at addressing concerns that 
some alcohol advertising may be contrary to the 
government’s stated policy of minimising the harm 
from alcohol and other drugs.  It seemed particularly 
focussed on the rise in alcohol advertising aimed at 
young people, and the harmful impact of the increase 
in teenage drinking.  Much of the information was 
general and addressed social themes which are much 
broader than the museum sector. 

Museums Aotearoa made a submission noting that 
arts and cultural events and organisations are com-
monly sponsored by alcohol providers seeking the 
association of their brand with a particular demo-
graphic.  We stated that it is our belief that such 
sponsorship is currently handled responsibly and ap-
propriately, with museums only seeking and accept-

ing alcohol sponsorship in situations where as adult 
audience is the target market.  We highlighted the im-
portance of alcohol sponsorship to our sector, and 
requested that we be included in future development 
of this policy.

Tax incentives for charitable giving
A discussion document on ‘Tax incentives for giving 
to charities and other non-profi t organisations’ was 
released by the Inland Revenue Department on 18 
October for response by 28 November 2006.  It was 
investigating ways in which charitable support for the 
non-profi t sector could be encouraged, in particular 
by changing aspects of the tax system.  Options out 
for consultation included increasing the threshold 
for individual tax rebates and company deductions, 
offering exemptions for payments to volunteers, and 
a range of other models such as the cultural gifts 
programme in Australia.  

Donations, volunteer work, bequests and other 
forms of charitable contributions are an important 
supplement to central and local government funding 
sources for the museum sector.  Museums Aotearoa 

made a submission on behalf of members, strongly 
supporting any moves which will enhance donations 
to our charitable organisations, and especially those 
which could open new areas and sources for do-
nations.  We look forward to the outcome of the 
consultation, and will report to members when it is 
available.

Valuation of collections
Whether or not to value the collections of museums 
and art galleries has been a topic of debate for sev-
eral years.  Some institutions are happy to value their 
collections, and others are adamant that it is neither 
possible nor desirable.  For some in the latter group, 
this is a source of continuing aggravation, as their an-
nual audit reports are given with qualifi ed opinions 
for this reason alone.  Submissions were made by 
Museums Aotearoa on this and related matters in 
2004 and 2005, and again on a non-capitalisation al-
ternative  again to the NZ  Institute of Chartered 
Accountants (NZICA) in 2006.

When the NZICA did not agree with our view, we 
sought a meeting with the Auditor-General to dis-

cuss possible ways around the non-valuation of col-
lections leading to qualifi ed audit reports.  Thérèse 
Angelo and Phillipa Tocker met with Kevin Brady in 
October.  While he did not see the non-capitalisa-
tion model as acceptable in accounting terms, the 
Auditor-General did offer a way forward.  It is his 
view that a qualifi ed audit opinion is something most 
organisations should be able to live with, especially if 
the opinion clearly states that all other audit stand-
ards are met.  We hope that his offi ce may develop 
some guidelines for noting museum collections in 
relation to fi nancial statements, and agree on more 
sympathetic wording for qualifi ed opinions.  Casting 
the option in a less negative light should ease the 
situation for affected museums.

Charities Commission
New regulations under the Charities Act 2005 will 
begin to take effect early in 2007.  Museums Aotearoa 
made submissions in the consultation phase of the 
legislation, and has been providing feedback to the 
Commission as its processes are developed.  The 
dates for implementation of the new Charities Reg-
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The Todd Foundation trustees met earlier this month 
to consider these proposals and are pleased to confi rm 
the following organisations as recipients of Centenary 
Fund grants:

Auckland War Memorial Museum: $75,000 for the 
“Treasures and Tales Children’s Cultural Diversity pro-
gramme”.  This will involve exhibits, intergenerational 
story-telling, multi-cultural theatre and a school’s out-
reach programme.   

Canterbury Museum & the Christchurch Art 
Gallery: $85,000 for “Around the World in 30 Loung-
es” and associated community cultural diversity pro-
gramme.  This collaborative project will provide insights 
into 30 different ethnic communities in Canterbury us-
ing a typical lounge as the focal point, and will be sup-
ported through a range of programmes including ethnic 
arts and crafts workshops, a fi lm festival, a photographic 
exhibition and a series of debates.  

Carter Observatory: $100,000 to interweave                  
Maori and Polynesian astronomy, navigation and my-
thology with European concepts throughout the rede-
veloped observatory.   Additionally, a permanent Oce-

ister have been confi rmed: registration from 1 Febru-
ary 2007, with compliance by 1 July 2008.  The Chari-
ties Commission is currently calling for feedback on 
a draft policy approach regarding public access to 
information or documents on the Charities Register.  
This is available at www.charities.govt.nz, and feed-
back is due by 18th January.

In February and March 2007, the Commission will 
run approximately 70 free registration workshops in 
about 33 centres, and I will ensure these are pro-
moted to the sector.  Further information, including a 
very useful set of fact sheets, is available on the Com-
mission website, by emailing info@charities.govt.nz, 
or tel 0508 242 748.

If you are keen to be part of the submission processes, or 
there are any other concerns that you would like raised 
at a national level, please contact the Museums Aotearoa 
offi ce.
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USEFUL WEBSITES
Charities Commission
The Charities Commission’s Annual Report for 
the year ended 30 June 2006 was released at its 
fi rst Annual Meetings, held recently in Welling-
ton, Auckland and Christchurch.  

A PDF is available on the website: 
www.charities.govt.nz/news/annual-reports.
htm. If you would like a hard copy, please call 
the free information line 0508 242 748 (0508 
CHARITIES) or email your request to     info@
charities.govt.nz.  

The PowerPoint presentation delivered at 
each Annual Meeting is available online @               
www.charities.govt.nz/news/events.htm where 
you can also see the schedule of registration 
workshops for February and March 2007.

Earlier this year, Museums Aotearoa put out a call for 
expressions of interest for the Todd Foundation’s 2006 
Centenary Fund.  The Todd Foundation, a private family 
philanthropy established in 1972, has two main funds, 
the General Fund, which focuses on children and young 
people, and the Centenary Fund, which has a different 
theme each year.  In 2006, Todd Foundation trustees 
selected “Arts and cultural heritage projects that pro-
mote tolerance and build understanding of our cul-
tural diversity” as our theme and we asked Museums 
Aotearoa to assist us to fi nd appropriate projects. 

We were delighted to receive 76 responses to the call 
for applications. It was great to see that tolerance and 
diversity is top-of-mind for so many museums and gal-
leries in NZ, although the fact that the expressions of 
interest were generally of a very high quality did make 
the decision making process challenging!  However, 
with the help of Museums Aotearoa, we were able to 
create a long-list of 22 responses, and then narrow this 
to a short-list of 8 organisations whom we then invited 
to submit full proposals.

Todd Foundation
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Canterbury Museum convened a very successful 
seminar Towards Best Practice on 15-16 November.  
The seminar was designed to share information, 
processes, documentation and ideas on a range of op-
erational topics including planning, human resources, 
communications, asset management, the acquisition 
process and learning experiences.  The two days of 
presentations by Canterbury staff were attended by 
35 staff from museums and art galleries around NZ.  
Topics covered included governance, planning, human 
resources, volunteers, internal communication and 
social activities, housekeeping, collections manage-
ment and education programmes.

All participants agreed that the material presented, 
the enthusiastic discussions, and positive interaction 
were extremely valuable.  The Canterbury Museum 
staff who generously contributed and shared so 
much of their skill, experience and time are to be 
congratulated.  Feedback shows that there is demand 
for more of the same or similar programmes – this 
is clearly an area of staff development and learning 
which is ripe for further development.  As well as the 

programme content and information sharing, a vital 
component of the 2 days was the convivial hospi-
tality of the Canterbury Museum and the great Thai 
dinner we shared.  The value of social networking 
should never be underestimated!

Towards best practice
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ania astronomy exhibit will be created and an outreach 
programme will take the exhibits and concepts into 
schools.

Waikato Museum: $20,000 for an exhibition examin-
ing the role of religion and belief in the lives of Waikato 
residents today.  The exhibition will use religious ob-
jects, a feature family, statistics and audiovisual material 
to provide insights into 10 – 12 religions or belief sys-
tems which have particular signifi cance to the Waikato 
region.  The exhibition will be supported by traditional 
music, dance, crafts and documentaries. 
  

We look forward to seeing these exciting projects 
come to fruition and would like to thank Museums 
Aotearoa for their invaluable assistance throughout 
the process.  Even more importantly, we’d like to thank 
everyone who submitted an expression of interest for 
this funding; we hope that all planned projects will fi nd a 
way of proceeding.   At the Todd Foundation we see tol-
erance and understanding of cultural diversity as a key 
challenge and opportunity for New Zealand, and it is a 
privilege to assist NZ museums to help address this. 

Kate Frykberg - Executive Director of the Todd Foundation

FOR SALE

Pioneer tools

A selection of hand saws, two handle tree 
cutting saws, scythe, hand hoe, spades (one 
really unusual one, used for cutting peat?).  
These pioneer tools were found in a very, 
very old shed that was being pulled down 
on a farm near the Rotama lake distract 
(between Whakatane and Rotorua) few 
other details known.  Owner wants to sell 
at reasonable price, contact:

Glenice Lyons
tel: evenings 09 401 0944
mobile: 027 3149 401
email:  glenice@xnet.co.nz



Museums Aotearoa offers or facilitates several schol-
arships and awards for the museum sector in New 
Zealand.  The information that follows will be updated 
on our website, where you can also fi nd application 
criteria and forms, and is available from our offi ce.

The Clark Collection / Creative 
New Zealand Scholarship
This award was established as a partnership be-
tween Museums Aotearoa and Mr Errol Clark, and 
was fi rst awarded in 2003.  Since then Creative NZ 
has become a partner in the Scholarship, and it has 
also been supported by the NZ-UK Link Founda-
tion.  The annual scholarship enables a mid-career 
decorative arts/built heritage professional to attend 
the prestigious Attingham Trust Summer School in 
the UK, and undertake a series of associated short 
internships with such organisations as English Her-
itage, the National Trust, The Royal Collection and 
Victoria & Albert Museum.  This signifi cant oppor-
tunity has been extremely successful in broadening 
the expertise available in this country, and provid-
ing valuable experience for the individuals to share 

with colleagues.  Reports from Scholars have been 
presented at Museums Aotearoa conferences and 
museum gatherings, and printed in Te Ara and other 
publications.

Applications for 2007 are now invited – detailed 
information is enclosed, and is also available from    
Museums Aotearoa at the address above.  The clos-
ing date is 15 February 2007.

Mina McKenzie Scholarship
Named after the late Mina McKenzie who contribut-
ed so much especially to the people in our museums 
and art galleries, this scholarship provides funding 
towards individual staff training and development.  It 
is a small amount, using income only from a special 
fund, and may not be awarded every year.  It has typi-
cally been applied to course fees.  Reports from the 
latest recipients follow.  

Asia: NZ Foundation museums award
Since 2001 support has been offered by the Asia:NZ 
Foundation for museum projects which enhance un-
derstanding and relationships with Asia.  This has in-

Scholarships & awards
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cluded funding for exhibition projects with Asian col-
lections and communities in this country, and bringing 
Asian exhibitions to New Zealand.  The money has 
been applied to travel for exhibition research and 
visitors from Asia, catalogue production and general 
exhibition costs.  Application information for 2007 
will be circulated in the new year.

Mina McKenzie Scholarship
Cressida Bishop

This semester I studied a paper entitled Destination 
Management Strategies, which considered strategies 
relating specifi cally to tourist destinations, includ-
ing relationships between stakeholders and tourism 
organisations, marketing, and the role of operations.  
Aspects of my study considered options for heritage 
and cultural management strategies within the Marl-
borough tourist destination.  I found this study ex-
tremely benefi cial for my professional development, 
particularly for contributing to further regional cul-
tural heritage projects.  

The Mina McKenzie scholarship provides invaluable 
support to those in the sector with very limited 
training budgets.  Successful interaction with tourism 
is essential to the survival of our sector in regions 
such as Marlborough.  I am also proud to have re-
ceived the support of my peers though the receipt of 
this important scholarship.

Johannah Massey 

The purpose of my visit to Melbourne was to attend 
three 2-day short courses in Cultural Heritage and 
Museum Studies at Deakin University, Melbourne, 
Australia and to visit one or more institutions around 
Melbourne to look at various aspects of collection 
management including the collection process in gen-
eral, object marking/labeling and volunteer involve-
ment in the collection process from the middle of 
July – early August 2006.

The three two-day short courses at Deakin Univer-
sity were:



Collecting Objects: Signifi cance, Legal Issues and Col-
lection Development: - Assessment of signifi cance of 
movable cultural heritage and museum acquisitions, 
ethical and legal implications of moving, acquiring or 
disposing of an object or collection, theoretical and 
practical guidance for development of management 
policies for moveable cultural heritage and the devel-
opment of museum collections.

Managing Collections: Cataloguing and Documentation: 
- Legal documentation, registration and cataloguing 
of movable cultural heritage and museum objects, 
records management, identifying and using appropri-
ate information systems and documentation for ob-
ject management.

Care and Conservation of Objects: - Strategies and plans 
for care of collections and movable Cultural herit-
age, Conservator’s role, emergency preservation of 
moveable cultural heritage including treatment im-
plications and preventive care of museum and gallery 
collections.

In the time between courses I undertook volunteer 
work at the Museums Victoria and Scienceworks. 
My focus was on the registration process (catalogu-
ing in particular) and how volunteers might be en-
gaged in this area as Southland Museum & Art Gal-
lery was looking at the enlistment of volunteers in 
the registration process around this time.

Southland Museum and Art Gallery has quite a gen-
eralized collection and as History Curator my area 
of collection responsibility refl ected this. Thus, I was 
particularly interested in the management (access 
and preservation) of History and Technology col-
lections. Apart from specifi c interests in cataloguing 
and collection storage systems, my personal interest 
was in the relationship between curatorship and col-
lection management in museums, i.e. how the roles 
were defi ned in Australia.

Highlights of my 6 days internship with Scienceworks 
campus of Museum Victoria were: 

Discussions about the relationship between curato-
rial and collection management work, visits to Mu-
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seum Victoria’s offsite collection store at Moreland, 
attendance at an Acquisitions meeting of the History 
and Technology Division of Museum Victoria and 
working with a Collection Manager in the History 
and Technology Department, assisting with catalogu-
ing image collections into the Museum’s database 
system EMu at Scienceworks.

For my fi nal three days in Melbourne I was able to 
visit other institutions and exhibitions around Mel-
bourne such as the ‘Da Vinci Machines’ exhibition. 
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H Block, Burwood Campus - Deakin University, Melbourne 2006



Earlier this year, the Asia New Zealand Foundation pub-
lished the fi nal report of the Asia Knowledge Working 
Group, a team set up to address the need for increased 
knowledge and understanding of Asia at all levels of 
New Zealand society.  Over the past two years, the 
Working Group has been studying current and future 
demographics, economic interactions, education, media 
and cultural aspects.  Its report identifi ed signifi cant 
gaps in our current engagement with Asia, and high-
lighted economic, population and other trends.  

For example: 

   • half of NZ’s top 20 merchandise destinations
    are in Asia;
   • most NZers do not recognize an Asian 
    component in our national identity;
   • mainstream media tend to regard Asia 
    as less important and give the region and   

 NZ’s Asian communities a low priority; 
   • many arts and culture organisations are   

 willing to engage with Asian communities, 
    but do not know how;

   • by 2021 our Asian population will more than  
 double the 2001 fi gure to reach 670,000   
 (15 percent); compare with 760,000 

    Maori and 420,000 Pacifi c.

The report emphasised that signifi cant economic, so-
cial and cultural benefi ts can be achieved by address-
ing such issues, and articulated the vision of a future in 
which all people in New Zealand will understand Asia 
well enough to embrace the opportunities the region 
offers.

As a result of this report, the Asia New Zealand Foun-
dation convened a summit at Te Papa in September to 
identify practical ways of raising New Zealanders’ un-
derstanding of Asia.

At the summit, commitments were made to take action 
in the next 12-18 months to:

• raise awareness among school leaders of  
 the importance of Asia;

• enhance business skills and links with Asian  
 markets;
 • implement strategies to enhance media 
  coverage of Asia and Asian communities;
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• broker professional development opportu-
 nities to raise the profi le of Asian and Asia- 

 related arts and culture in New Zealand.

Recommendations for arts and culture in the                  
Preparing for a Future with Asia report included increas-
ing participation of Asian artists in the sector, reaching 
out to Asian audiences, and ensuring arts and culture 
professionals have good general knowledge of Asia and 
Asian communities in New Zealand.  Cultural sector 
participants in the summit identifi ed engagement with 
Asian artists and audiences as a high priority. 

Asia:NZ and Creative New Zealand committed to 
work together to fi nd ways to resource and broker 
professional development opportunities in the Asian 
region for arts and culture professionals. These oppor-
tunities may include reciprocal artist-in-residence pro-
grammes and work placements in Asian counterpart 
organisations.  Museums Aotearoa will work with these 
organisations, and we are keen to see that the Asia:NZ 
museums award supports the overall vision.

Participants in the summit also noted the opportunities 
presented by the energy and creativity of Asian youth 

culture, and ways in which that might be harnessed to 
attract a mainstream New Zealand youth audience – 
for example, through an Asian youth festival.

In making their decisions, participants acknowledged 
achieving this vision is a long-term process: there is no 
single action that can turn the vision into reality.   Partic-
ipants from all sectors also emphasised the importance 
of building one-to-one relationships as the foundation 
of long-term progress. In addition to the specifi c com-
mitments made at the summit, genuine progress will be 
made when all people and organisations take tangible 
steps to embrace the opportunities open to them.

As Prime Minister Helen Clark said at the summit, 
“There are signifi cant gaps in our engagement with 
Asia… and those are gaps we cannot afford to leave 
unfi lled.” 

Phillipa Tocker participated in the September 2006 sum-
mit and earlier working group research for Museums 
Aotearoa, and compiled this summary report. Informa-
tion, including copies of the Preparing for a Future with 
Asia report and copies of speeches given at the summit, 
is available at www.asianz.org.nz

Towards a future with Asia
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Kia ora Ian

Thanks for writing Making Ends Meet: Essays and Talks 
1992-2004. 

It’s an excellent book and I’m delighted to have this 
opportunity to connect with a writer and curator. In-
deed it was a joy to fi nd that a whole host of writers, 
poets, visual artists, musicians, and fi lm-makers had 
found their way into the professional conversation 
about culture and museums, one that is all too often 
marked by the perimeters of the institution. Most 
of the texts are centred on your time as curator at 
the then new Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Ton-
garewa. However, I’d like fi rst to acknowledge this 
important period in your life as writer, abandonment 
or not.  

This is not to say that Making Ends Meet lacks schol-
arship. It is an extremely well researched, critical ex-
amination of the way in which culture continues to 
be made to make ends meet within ‘complex nation-
al and global social formations’, especially in terms 
of the museum as national cultural institution. There 

Conference 2007
Museums – Building for the Future

The 2007 Museums Aotearoa conference will be 
held in Auckland from 14 to 16 March, hosted 
by the Auckland Museum. The conference will 
provide a major opportunity for museum and         
architecture professionals to look at the inter-
faces of architecture, display, interpretation, re-
newal, museum functionality and practice.

A registration form has been included with this 
newsletter and is available on our website.  Reg-
ister early and arrange to spend as much time in 
Auckland as possible to visit the new exhibitions 
at the Auckland Museum, the Auckland Festival 
and Triennial. Optional art and museum tours 
are being arranged for Saturday 17th March. 

More information will be sent out early in 2007.  
If you have any questions, please contact the 
Museums Aotearoa offi ce or Belinda Sutherland 
at the Auckland Museum:
email: bsutherland@aucklandmuseum
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Book review



now I know you know, as it were. I think you’d also 
appreciate artist Marcel Broodthaers’ mock-Kantian 
formula ‘disinterestedness plus admiration’.

I confess that I haven’t always found this paradox 
much fun and in fact it only becomes so when we 
discover that the way out of the labyrinth hinges 
on the door marked ‘contemporary’.  Culture is as 
much about what’s happening now as well as what 
has already happened, and you rightly make the case 
for contemporary art practice as an important agent 
in museum change.   

Above all Making Ends Meet is about connecting; 
connecting archives and narratives, connecting col-
lections and creativity, connecting artist and curator, 
connecting ‘heart’ and ‘museum’. I can see why Elaine 
Gurian liked it and why this book will appeal to peo-
ple with a professional interest in making these con-
nections. I feel sure that you would have something 
to say about the recent passing of the Protected Ob-
jects Amendment Bill, perhaps with regard to the ex-
traordinary spectre of Italian women performing the 
Haka, not to mention All Blacks wearing handbags.  In 

are a large number of essays, some reproduced from 
talks, and I found that dipping in and out while travel-
ling was a good way to address this. 

Yet it is Ian Wedde the storyteller that distinguishes 
the book. When accompanied by anecdotes, digres-
sions, ‘probes’ and disclaimers, cultural discourses 
become a great deal more entertaining and interest-
ing, intimate even, in the face of pedagogic inculca-
tion. Barely into the fi rst few chapters I found Tony 
Bennett’s civic yield of culture, Peter Jackson’s moun-
tainscapes sublime and Robin Hyde’s dislike of colo-
nial nationalism all jostling along in a vigorous and 
wide ranging discussion about the tensions between 
offi cial and personal culture.

These ‘trouble spots’, expressed so poignantly with 
regard to Ralph Hotere’s art, help to clarify the ways 
in which our aspirations for museums, for whanaun-
gatanga and for participation, are both centred in 
and constantly thwarted by the inherent power of 
institutional culture itself. In the essay Living in Time: 
A Day at the Footie you offer an ‘alarming’ DNA/al-
gorithm which I am actually thrilled with, because, 
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any event it’s nice to know that someone else thinks 
so deeply of life in cultural terms, even setting a table, 
a trip to the dairy and fi nally, walking the dog.

Kind regards
Michelle Osborne 

PS The word ‘polysemic’ comes up frequently 
in relation to the unstable and hybrid nature 
of contemporary culture. It doesn’t appear 
in any of my dictionaries, but you describe it 
as the opposite of hegemonic, which is good 
enough for me.

PPS In the discussion concerning how we will ‘mo-
bilise’ the museum, Fred Wilson makes a wel-
come return to New Zealand’s cultural con-
sciousness. Lisa Corrin, who curated the show 
Mining the Museum: An Installation by Fred 
Wilson, states in The Producers: Contempo-
rary Curators in Conversation (3) 2005 that 
contemporary art practice acts as the “silent 
intellectual conscience of the museum”.

PPPS In Collecting Dreams: Art and Arcadia you re-
mind us that Maori have for many years been 
insisting on a ‘present’ in the museum. As Ara-
pata Hakiwai leaves the Board of Museums 
Aotearoa I’d also like to acknowledge The 
search for Legitimacy: Museums in Aotearoa 
New Zealand – A Maori Viewpoint in Pro-
ceedings of the International Conference on 
Anthropology and the Museum, edited by 
Tsong-yuan Lin, 1995.  



The 2006 National Digital Forum conference was held 
at Te Papa recently, with the theme ‘Participating with 
Communities: Digital opportunities, collaborations 
and celebrations’. The conference certainly proved ex-
tremely popular, with over 300 participants from a wide 
range of museums, galleries, libraries, cultural organisa-
tions and the private sector attending. In usual Te Papa 
style, it was also smoothly organised and stylishly pre-
sented – the only threat to our equilibrium being a dire 
shortage of coffee on the fi rst day, which was rectifi ed 
quickly in true Web 2.0 fashion.

Behind the good natured debate over the use of the 
term ‘Web 2.0’ lay the heart of the conference, and its 
focus essentially on engaging and communicating in new 
and meaningful ways with the public. The theme was 
drawn out by an excellent mix of international and local 
speakers, with standout presentations by Jim Spadaccini 
of Ideum, Toby Travis of the Victoria and Albert Muse-
um, Seb Chan of the Powerhouse Museum, Susan Chun 
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and Tony Boston of 
the National Library of Australia. Hiroyuki Arita-Kiku-
tani of the Tokyo National Science Musuem, and Kiyoka 
Fushimi of the Hiroshima Kokusai Gakuin University 

also gave excellent presentations, despite being ham-
pered by the language barrier.

Of the New Zealand speakers, I was particularly im-
pressed by the innovation and forward thinking of Joann 
Ransom from the Horowhenua Library Trust, David 
Smith of Critical Mas, Bruce Ralston of Auckland War 
Memorial Museum and Kevin Kelly of Linz. There were 
useful summaries of work on current projects such as 
Matapihi, the National Digital Content Strategy and the 
Australasian Digital Recordkeeping Initiative. Finally, 
Tom Norcliffe of Archives New Zealand also deserves 
mention for the most self-deprecating presentation. 

Overall, the themes that suggested themselves to me 
were;  The major direction in terms of the digital in-
terface between museums / galleries / libraries and the 
public is the WEB 2.0 environment – which is about 
tools that are user driven, focussed on user empower-
ment and user interaction. These should enhance (not 
replace) what we already do, and bring new meaning to 
it. It can mean new ways to collect and defi ne our cul-
ture, new ways to interpret that culture, and new ways 
to communicate about it.

National Digital Forum
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To do this, we need institutions that are prepared to 
experiment. Many of the fascinating projects we heard 
about were only possible in the fi rst place because the 
institutions involved were prepared to take a risk, ex-
plore the possibilities, and trust both their own staff, 
and the public.

These new forms of interaction bring with them the re-
sponsibility of two way communication – we won’t be 
able to just put the information out there and sit back. 
Web 2.0 implies an ongoing commitment to planning, 
gathering, editing and mediating content.

Collaboration is the key. This was true even for the 
large, well funded institutions from overseas. It is even 
more necessary for small intuitions in NZ. However, 
the potential results are well evidenced by the likes of 
the Kete Horowhenua project.

For more information on the National Digital Forum, 
go to:  
http://www.natlib.govt.nz/en/whatsnew/forum.html 
for a view of what Web 2.0 is all about try:

http://www.vam.ac.uk/vastatic/microsites/1395_lawty/
wordpress/ or 
http://www.powerhousemuseum.com/collection/data-
base/ or www.steve.museum or
http://blog.kete.net.nz or 
http://www.pictureaustralia.org/Flickr.html.  
For a giggle:  www.kittenwar.com
Terri Elder - University of Canterbury    

Sebastian Chan, Toby Travis, Belinda Chu (Te Papa) and Jim Spadaccini 
at the NDF ‘un-conference day’

    



Museums Aotearoa has been working with NSTP and 
the ATTTO on workplace training for some years.  
Now that the new National Certifi cate of Museum 
Practice is available for museum staff and volunteers, a 
Museum Training Council is in place to advise ATTTO 
on museum matters, and Museums Aotearoa is the rep-
resentative organisation for the museum sector.  The 
Museum Training Council (MTC) last met on 1 Novem-
ber.  There is currently a vacancy on the MTC, which 
was notifi ed to members in the November e-Notices.  
Membership and other information is on the ATTTO 
website at www.attto.org.nz.  The next MTC meeting is 
on 6 March 2007.

ATTTO was registered as an industry training organisa-
tion in 1994, and has grown since then to become an 
extremely successful and proactive organisation.  It is 
currently in the process of re-branding to better refl ect 
today’s image and the varied sectors it services.  The 
new brand will be developed over the coming months 
for launch at TRENZ in May 2007.  ATTTO’s CEO for 
the past 6 years, Gayle Sheridan, recently announced her 
resignation, and recruitment is underway for a replace-
ment.  There are also changes to the ATTTO Board, and 
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several new staff appointments to meet the demands of 
the growing organisation.  These include Mark Ormsby, 
who took up the position of ATTTO Industry Training 
Adviser for museums in early October.  

A number of museum staff have now enrolled for the 
new qualifi cation, resources have been developed and 
assessors are being trained to enable them to gain the 
Certifi cate.  Museums Aotearoa will continue to work 
with ATTTO and the MTC to ensure this opportunity 
is meeting the needs of the museum sector. 

ATTTO - workplace training
Mark Ormsby is the newest member of the rapidly ex-
panding Aviation, Tourism & Travel Training Organisation 
(ATTTO) team.

Specifi cally involved with the Museum sector, Mark has 
followed a long and winding road to get where he is 
today.

Mark studied at Waikato University, obtaining an hon-
ours degree in History and Maori, he then worked for 

ATTTO - industry training 
organisation 
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two years at Waikato Museum while being a coach tour 
guide in the Waikato and Bay of Plenty areas. Mark has 
fi nished recently working at Te Papa Tongarewa as a 
Museum Educator.

The museum sector is the newest industry to be in-
cluded in the suite of industries that ATTTO is respon-
sible for. Mark has been employed at ATTTO for fi ve 
weeks and sees his role as an industry training advisor 
as facilitating and advocating for industry training.

Mark’s work involves visiting potential clients and let-
ting them know about the opportunities that exist 
through ATTTO.

Mark was in Auckland recently visiting the Auckland 
Museum and the Navy Museum. “This is largely recon-
naissance at the moment and getting a feel for what is 
out there, showing my face around the workplaces.” 

Mark says that there are literally hundreds of museums 
and heritage centres in New Zealand, some of them 
very small, “those that operate without any real operat-
ing expenditure, run for the love and on small budgets, 
but there is always potential they will grow and have 
the capacity to take on trainees,” Mark says.

Until that time Mark will be focussing on the larger 
regional museums and those based in the fi ve main cen-
tres.

The benefi ts of industry training are relatively obvious 
in increased skills, improved employment prospects and 
an increased sense of job satisfaction. What is perhaps 
not so obvious is the benefi t to businesses of ensuring 
their staff are well trained.

“Many people come to museums with a high level of 
qualifi cation, specifi cally wanting to work in the muse-
um industry; their prospects are further enhanced by 
their industry training, for businesses the benefi ts are 
no less tangible, in these days of a tight labour market 
the increased satisfaction of staff can improve reten-
tion and attract good workers to that work place, hav-
ing well trained staff provides a better more consistent 
visitor experience and we all know how detrimental a 
reputation for poor customer service can be to a busi-
ness,” Mark says.

ATTTO currently has around 60 trainees involved in 
museum training.

The National Certifi cate in Museum Practice is a na-
tionally recognised and NZQA registered qualifi cation 
at level 4. The qualifi cation is worth 60 credits.

There are four compulsory unit standards in the muse-
um qualifi cations as well as a range of electives. People 
awarded this qualifi cation will gain essential knowledge 
of  four cornerstones of museum practice in New Zea-
land, including knowledge of museum collection mainte-
nance; Maori in museums; the purposes, functions and 
responsibilities of museums in Aotearoa New Zealand; 
skills required to scope and propose a public museum 
programme; and museum customer service. 

The length of time it takes to complete the qualifi cation 
will vary, depending on skill level knowledge of the job 
and work experience within the industry. However as 
general guide it takes approximately 10 hours of learn-
ing to complete a unit.

One of the challenges faced in the museum sector, is 
getting together as a group to discuss needs and deliv-
ery when it suits everyone.

“There are people who are obviously interested in 
training and sometimes this isn’t prioritised, other 
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things take on more importance until the needs of the 
employee get relegated, it would be great to see em-
ployers prioritising the training, as many actually do, to 
the benefi t of their organisations,” says Mark.

Mark Ormsby - ATTTO Museum Industry Training Advisor


